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SOME REFLECTIONS ON THE EGO 1 

By JACQUES LACAN, PARIS 

The development of Freud's views on the ego 
led him to two a pparently contradictory 
formulations. 

The ego takes sides l agai n~t the object in the 
theofy of narcissism : the concept of libidinal 
economy. The bestowal of the libidi nal 
ca thexis on one's own body leads to the pain 
of hypochondriasis, while the loss of the object 
ICJds to a depressive tension which may even 
culminate in suicide. 

On the other hand, the ego ta kes sides with 
lilt: object in [he ropograpl1ic theory of the 
functioning of the perception-consciousness 
system and resists the id, i.e. the combination 
of drives governed solely by the pleasure
principle. 

If there be a contradiction here, it disappears 
when we free ourselves from a naive conception 
of the reality-principle and take note of the 
fact- tho ugh Freud may have been clear on 
this point, hi s statements sometimes were not
that while reality precedes thought, it takes 
diJTerent fo rms according to the way the subject 
deals with it. 

AniJlytic experience gives this truth a special 
force for liS and shows it as being free from all 
trace o f idealism, for we can speci fy concretely 
the oral, anal, and genital relat ionships which 
the subjecr establishes with the outer world at 
the li bid inal level. 

r refer here to a formul at io n in Janguag - by 
the subject, which has nothing to do with 
romantically in tuitive or vita listic moods of 
cantuet with reality, of his interactions with his 
environment ~l S they a(c determined 1;y· e.ach of 
Ihe orifices of his body. The whole psycho
analytic theory of instinctual drives stands or 
fall s by this. 

What relation does the • libidinal subject' 
whose rela tionships to rea lity are in the form 
of an oppositi on between an Imlemvelt and an 
Umll'clt have to the ego? To discover this, we 
must start from the fact-all too neglected
that verbal communication is the instrument of 

I. A r 

psycho-analysis. F reud did not forget this 
when he insisted that repressed material such as 
memories and ideas which, by defin ition, can 
return from repression, must, at the time when . 
the events in question took place, have existed .. 
in a form in which there was at least the possi- • 
bility of its being verbalized. lly dint of recog
nizing a little more clearly the supra-individual 
function of language, we can distinguish in 
reality the new deveJopments which arc ac tual
ized by bnguage. Language has, if you care , 
to put it like that, a sort of retrospective effect X
in determining what is ultimately decided to be .. U 
rea l. Once this is understood, some o f the 
criticisms which have been brought aga inst 
the legitimacy o f Melanie Klein 's encroachments 
into the pre-verbal areas of the unconscious will 
be seen to fall to the ground. 

Now the structure of language gi ves us a 
clue to the funct ion o f the ego. The ego can 
either be the subject of the verb or qualify it. 
Thcre arc two kinds of language: in one of them 
one says' I am beating the dog' and in another 
• There is a beating of the dog by me '. I3ut, be 
it noted, the person who speaks, whether he 
appears in the sentence as the subject of the 
verb or as qualifying it , in either case asserts 
himself as a n object involved in a relatio nship 
of some sort, whether one of feeli ng or of doing. 

Does what is expressed in such statements of 
the ego give us a picture of the relat ionship of the 
subject to rea lity? 

Here, as in other examples, psycho-analytical 
experience SUbstantiates in the 1110St striking 
way the speculation s of E..hilosophers, in so far 
as they have defined the existentia l relationship 
expressed in la nguage as being one of negation. 

What we have been able to observe is the 
privileged way in which a person expresses 
himself as the ego, it is precisely thi s-Verlleill
ung, or denial.>"-;:;' 

We have learned to be quite Sllre that when 
someone says' It is not so ' it is because it is so; 
tha t when he says • I do not mean' he does 

-. :u 
I Read to the British Psycho-Analytical Society on 2 May, 1951. 
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12 JACQUES LACAN 

mean; we know how to recognize the under
lying hostility in most' altruistic' statements, the 
undercurrent of homosexual feeling in jealousy. 
the tension of desire hidden in the professed 

. horror of incest; we have noted that manifest 
, indiITerence may mask intense latent interest. 
Although in treatment we do not meet head-on 
t he furious hostility wh ich s lich interpretations 
provoke, we me nevertheless convinced that OUT 

researches just ify the epigram of the philosopher 
. ~ who said that ~peech was given to man to hide 

( ..Ab his thoughts ; our view is that the essential 
IJ' .. function of the ego is very nearly that systematic 

'it ~"'.,J .. rerusal to acknowledge reality (nuiconnaissGJlce 
r.A ,v., (tv 6 " sy stematique de la realile) )V hiCh French analysts 
J(.. -D- r .refer to in tnlking about the psychoses. 

l-..,r" , )('1 Undoubtedly e.very manifestation of the ego 
rf' \<' n \1' is compounded equally of good intentions and 

,.J,j" bad fai.th and the usual idealistic protest against 
the chaos of the world only betrays, inversely, 
the very way in which he who has a part to play 
in it ma nages to survive. This is just the illusion 
which Hegel denounced as the Law of the Heart, 
the tfuth of which no doubt clarifies the problem 
of the revoluti o nary of to-dax who does not 
recognize his ideals in the results of his ac ts . 
Thi s truth is also obvious to the man who, having 
rcached his prime and seen so many professions 
of faith belied, begins to think that he has been 
present at a general rehearsal for the Last 
Jud gement. 

1 have shown in my earlier works that para
noia can only be understood in some such terms ; 
1 have demonstrated in a monogra ph that thc 
persecuto rs were identical with the images of 
the ego-ideal in the case studied. 

But, conversely, in studying '_paranoiac 
.kno wledge ', 1 was led to consider the mecha-

_"1> nism of paranoiac aliena ti o n of the eg,o as one 
of the preconditions o r hwnan ..... kno_wlcdg.e. 

It is, in fact , the earlies t jealQusy that set s the 
stage on which the triangular relationship 
bc[wecn the ego, the object and' someone else ' 
comes into being. There is a contrast here 
between the object of the an imal's needs. wlilch 
is imprisoned in the fiel d of force of its'desire; 
and the object of man's knowledge. 

The object of man 's desire, and we ute_not the 
_ / first to say this, is essentially an object desired 
11 by someone el sc. One object can become 

equivalent to another, owing to the effect 
produced by thi s intermediary, in making it 
poss ible ror oJ;?jects to be exchanged and com
pared. This process tends to diminish the 
special significance or- anyone particular 

objcct, but at the same time it brings into view 
the existence of objects without number. 

It is by this process that we are (;od to see our 
obj~cts as identifiable egos, having unity, 
permanence, and substantiality; tbis implies an 
element or inertia, so that the recognition of 
objects and 0 the ego itself must be subje~tcd 
to constant revision in an endless dialectiCal 
process . 
- Just such a process was involved in the 
Socratic Dialogue: whcther it dealt with 
science, politics, or love, Socrates taught the 
masters of Athens to become what they must 
by developi ng their awareness of the world and 
themselves through ' forms' which were con
stantly redefined . The only obstacle he encoun
tered was the attraction of pleasure. 

For us, whose concern is with present· day 
man, that is, ~n with a _ troubled_ conscieece, 
it is in the ego that we meet this inertia: we 
know it as the resistance to the d;alectic process 
of analysis. The patient is held spellbound> by (t 
his ego, to the exact degrcc that it causes his 
distress, and reveals its nonsensical funct ion. I t 
IS this very fact that has led us to evolve a 
techn ique which substitutes the st range detours 
of free association for the sequence of the 
Dialogue, '", ,~~ 

But what, then, is the function of th 's rcSls
~nce) which compels us to adopt so many 
teelm ical precautions? 

What is the meaning of the aggressiveness 
which is alWayS ready to be- discharged the 0;
rnament the stability of the paranoiac delu
sional system is threatened? 

Are we not really dealing here with one and 
the same question? 

In trying to reply by going into the theory a 
little more deeply, we were guided by the 
consideration that if we were to gain a clearer 
understa nding of aUf therapeutic activity, 
'We might a lso be able to ccny it out more 
effecl ively- just as in placing our role as analyst 
in a definite context in the history of mankind, 
we might be able to del imit more precisely the 
scope of the laws we might discover. 

The theory we have in mind is a ~netic 

theory of the ego~ Such a theory can bC consi
iiered Rsycho<malYlic in so far as it treatS-the 
relatio n of the subject to his own body in 
terms o f his identificat ion with an imago, which p 
Ts the psychic relationship par excellence; in 
fact, the concept we have formed of this rela
tionship from OUf analyt ic work is the starting 
point for all genuine and scientific psychology. 
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SOME REF LE CTIONS ON THE EGO 

It is with the b'ody-image that we propose to 
deal now. rf the hysterical symptom is a sym
bolic way of expressing a conR ict between 
diffcrent forces, what strikes us is the extra
ordinary effect that this' symbolic expression ' 
has when it produces segmental a naesthesia or 
muscular paralysis unaccountable for by any 
known grouping of sensory nerves or muscles. 
To call these symptoms functional is but to 
confess our ignorance, for they follow the pattern 
of a certain imaginary Anatomy which has 
typical forms of its own~; other words, the 
astonishing somatic com liance which is the _ 
'Outward sign of this imaginary anatomy is 
only shown within certain definite Ilmits . I 
would emphasize that the imaginary anatomy 
referred to here varies with the ideas (clear or 
confused) about bodily functions which are 
prevalent in a given culture. It all happens as 
if the body-image had an autonomous existence 

Of its own, and by autonomous I mean here 
independent of objective structure. All the 
phenomena we are discussing seem to exhibit 
thc laws of gestalt; the fact that the penis is 
dominant in the shaping of the body-image is 
evidence of this. Though this may shock the 
sworn champions of the autonomy of female 
sexuality, such dominance is a fact and one 
moreover which cannot be put down to culturaL 
influences alone. 

Furthermore, this image is selectively vul
nerablc along its lines of cleavage. The fan 
tasies which reveal this cleavage to us seem to 
deserve to be grouped together under some 
such term as the' imagc of the body in bits and 
pi .... ces· (imago du cops morcete) which is in 
current usc among · French analysts. Such 
typical images appear in dreams. as well as in 
fantasies. They may show, for example, the 
body of the mother as having a m osaic structure 
like that of a stained-glass window. More 
orten, the resemblance is to a jig-saw puzzle, 
\\,'ith the scpa7.'lte parts of the body of a man or 
an animal in disorderly array. Even more signi
ficant for our purpose are the incongruous 
Images in which disjointed limbs are rear;qBged 
as strange trophics; trunks .cut up in slices a.nd 
stuncd with the most unlikely fillings, strange 
3ppcndages in eccentric positions, reduplica
tions of the penis, images of the cloaca repre
se nted as a surgical excision, often accompanied 
in mole patients by fantasies of pregnancy. 
This kind of image seems to have a specia l 
alTlllity_ with congenital abnormalities of all 
sorts. An illustration of this was provided by 

the dream or one of my patients, whose cgo 
development had been impaired by an obstetrical 
brachial plexus palsy of the left arm, in which 
the rectum appeared in the thorax, taking the 
place of the left sub-clavicular vessels . (His 
analysis had decided him to undertake the study 
of medicine.) 

What struck me in the first place was the 
phase of the analysis in which these imacres - ~ 
came to !ight : they- were a lways bound up with 
the elucidation of the earliest problems of the ) 
patienL's ego and with the revelation of latent <J" 
hypochondriacal preoccupations . . These are 
often completely covered over by the neurotic 
formations which have compensated for them 
o~n the course of develol?ment. Their appearance "' 
heralds a rarticular ancl very archaic ~eor} 
the transference, and the value we attributed to· 
them in identifying this phase has always been 
confirmed by the accompanying marked decrease 
in the patient's deepest resistances. 
- \Ve have laid some stress on this phenomeno
logical detail, but we are not unaware of the 
importance of Schilder's work on the function 
~f the body-image, ancl the remarkable accounts 
he gives of the extent to which it determines the 
perception o-f space. 

The meaning of the phenomenon called 
, phantom limb' is still far from being exhausted. 
The aspect which seems to me especially worthy 
of notice is that such experiences are essentially 
related to the continuation of a pa in which can 
no longer be explained by local irritation; it is 
as if one caught a glimpse here of the existential 
relation of a man with his body-image in this 
rela tionship with such a narcissistic obict as 
the lack of a limb. 

The effects of frontal leucotomy on the 
hitherto intractable pain of some forms of 
cancer, the strange fact of trr..c persistence of 
the pai n wi th i"e removal of thc subjectlve 
element of distrcss in such conditions, leads us· 
to sus ect that the cerebral cortex function s 
like a mirror, and that it is the site where the d
images are integrated in the libidinal relation- ~ 
i hip which is hinted at in the theory of narcis-
sism. 

- So far so good. We have, however, left 
untouched the question of the nat ure o( the 
iE],as.o itself. The facts do, however, involve the \ ~ l>.C)," 
positing of a c.crtain formativ_e power in the 
orga nism, We psycho-analysts are here reintro-
ducing an idea discarded by experimental 
science, i.e. ~ri stotle's idea of Morphe. fu the 
:sphere of relationships in so far as it concerns. 
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14 JACQUES LACAN 

the history of the individual we on ly apprehen d 
the eXleriorized images, and now it is the 
Platonic problem of rccog.nizing their meaning 
that demands a solution. 

In duc course, biologists will have to foHow 
us Into this domain, and the concept 0 ldenti =
TiCatJon which we have worked out empirically 
-is t 1e only key to the meaning of the facts they 
have so far encountered. 

It is amusing, in this conncxion, to note their 
difficulty when askcd to explain such data as 
those collected by Harrison in the Proceedings 
ojlhe Royal Society, 1939. Thcse data showed 
that the sexual maturation of the fema le pig~on 
dcpeOds CIllircly on its seeing a member of its 
own species, male or female, to such an extent 
that while the maturation of the bird can be 
indefinitely postponed by the lack of such 
perceplion, conversely the mere sight of its 
own reflec ti on in a mirror is enough to cause it 
to mature almost as quickly as if it had seen a 
real pigeon. 

We have likewise emphasized the significance 
of the facts describcd in 1941 by C hauvin in the 
Bulle/in de fa Societe enlomofogique de France 
about the migratory locllst, Schistocerca, com
monly knmvn as a grasshopJler. Two types of 
development arc open to the grasshopper, whose 
bchavio ur and subsequent history are entirely 
diITerenl. There are solitary and greg.arious 
types, the latter tendingto congregate in what 
is called the 'cloud ' . The question as to 
whether it will develop into one of thcse types 
or thc other is left open unt il the second or third 
so-called larval periods (the intervals between 
sloughs). The one necessary and sufficient 
condition is that ~ercc~s sO~ling .whose 
shape a nd movemcnts are suffiCiently like one 
of its o wn species, s ince the mere sight of a 
inember of the closely similar LOCUSla species 
(itselr non-gregariolls) is sufficient, whereas even 
association with a Gryl/us (cricket) is of no ava il. 
(This, of course, could not be established wit h
out a series of contro l experiments, both positive 
and negative, to exclude ~he iniluenc.e ' 'Of' (I,le 
insect' s aud itory and olfactory apparatus, etc., 
including, of course, the mysterious organ 
discovered in the hind legs by Brunner von 
Wattcnwyll.) 

The development of two types utterly different 
as rcgards size, colour and shape, in phenotype, 
that is to say, and differing even in such instinc
tual ch:1racteristics as voraciousness is thus 
c;;:omplctciy dctermined by this phenomenofLof 
Rcwgnilioru M. Chauvin, who is obliged (0 . - . 

admit its authenticity. nevertheless does so 
with great reluctance and shows the sort of 
intellectual t imidity wh ich among experimenta
lists is rega rded as a guarantee of object ivity. 

This timidity is exemplified in medicine by the 
prevalence of the belief that a fact, a bare fact, 
is worth more than any theory, and is 
st rengthened by the inferiority fee lings doctors 
have when they compare their own methods 
with those of the more exact sciences . 

In our view, however, it is novel theories 
which prepare the ground for new discoveries 
fil science, since such theories l1.2!.....Q.n lLenable 
'One to understand the facts b etter, but even 
~nake it possible for them to be observed in the 
fITst place. The facls are then less likely to be 
made to fit, in a morc or less arbitrary way, into 
accepted doctrine and there pigeon-holed. 

Numerous facts of this k ind have now come 
to the attent ion of bio logists. but the intellectual 
revolution necessary for their full understanding 
is still to come. These biological data were still 
unknown when in 1936 at the Marienbad 
Congress r introduced the concept of the 
4 M ir ror Stage' as o.ne of the stages in the y 
dcvelopment of the child . 0 

I relurned to the subject two years ago at the 
Zurich Congress. Only an abstract (in English 
transla t io n) of my paper was published in the 
Proceedings of the Congress. The complete text 
appeared in the Revue jran(:aise de Psychanalyse. 

Thc theor)' r there adva_nced, which I sub
mitted long ago to French psychologists for 
disellss ion, deal s with a phenomenon to which 
I assign a twofold value. In the first p lace, it 
has lbis toricaD value as it marks a decisivc_ 
turning-point in the mental developmcnt of the 
child . In the second place, it typifies an ~ss~n
tial li bidinal relationsh ip with the body-image. 
FOr these two reasons the phenomenon demon
strates clearly the passing of the individuaL to 
a stage where the earliest formation of the ego , 
can be observed. 

The observat ion consists si mply in the jubilant 
interes t shown by the infant over eight months 
at the sight of his own image in a mirror. This 
interest is shown in games in wh ieh the child 
seems to be in endless ecstasy when it sees that 
movements in the mi rror correspond to its own 
movements. The game is rounded off by at
tempts to explore the thi ngs seen in the mi rror 
and the nearby objects they rcficcl. 

The purely imaginal play evidenced in sllch 
del iberate play with an illusion is fraught with 
significance for the philosopher, and a ll the 
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more so bcc~lU:::;c the child's attitude is just the 
reverSc of that of atlimals. The chimpanzee, in 
particular, is certainly 'tulle capable-at the same 
age of detecting the illusion, for one finds him 
Lcsting-.its reality by devious methods which 
shows an intelligence on the performance level 
at least equal to, if not better than, that of the 
child at the same age. 11.1ILwhen he has been 
disaRPoinled several times in trying to get hold 
of something that is not therc, the animal loses 
ju interest in it. It would, of course, be para
doxical to draw the conclusion that the animal 
is the better 41djusted to reality of the two! 

We note that the image in the mirror is 
reversed, and we may see in th-is at least a 
metaphorical regresentation of the 1 st ructural 
rcversal we have demonstrated in the eoo as the 
individual's psychical realily. But, metaphor 
;1P~Ht, actua l mirror reversals have orten been 
pointed - out In Phantom Doubles. (The 
importance of this phenomenon in suicide was 
!)hown by Ouo Rank .) Furthermore, we always 
find the same sort of reversal, if we are on the 
look-out for it, in those dream images which 
rCQrcscnt the patient's ego in itC c.haracteostic 
r6lc; that is, as dominated by the narcissistic 
conflict. So much is this so that we may regard 
this r:1irror-reversal as a prerequisite for such an 
intcrpretation. 

,)mplete tex t - But other characteristics will give us a deeper 
i challalyse_ understanding of the connexion between this 

'!l ich I sub- image and the formation of the ego. To grasp 
)logis ts for ~ them we must place the reversed image in lhe 

)11 to which ~ontext of thc evo lution of the successive forms 
'~s t place, it \ ' of the body image itself on the one hand, and 

a decisive .......... on the other we must try to correlate with the 
l!l1ent of tbe • development of the organism and the establish-
: ~ an cssen- l ment of its rclJtions with the Socius those 
;)ody-image ' ~t?"' V imagcs whose dialectical conncxions are brought 
"lOn demon- ' I home to us in our cxperience in treatment. 
;J ividual to The hCJrt of the matter is this. The behaviour 
i of the ego of t he child before thc mirror seems to us to be 

more immediately comprehensible than are his 
-reacti ons in games in which he seems to wea n 
h imself from the object, whose meaning .. Freud, 
in a nash of intuitive genius, described' for uS' in 
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B"yolld liIe Pieasure Principle. Now the child's 
hch~I\' iour before the mirror is so striking that 
)t is quile unforgettable, even by the least en
lightt.:llcd obscrver, and one is all the more 
imrn::sscd when one realizes that th is behaviour 
Ol.:curs either in a babe in arms or in a child 
\\ ho i ... holding himself upright by one of those 
contri vances to help one to learn to walk 
~itiluut serious falls. His joy is due to his 

imaginary triumph in r..a nticipaiing." a degree of 
~uscular co-ordination which he has not yet 
actually achieved. ' 

We cannot fail to appreciate the affective 
~e which !he gestalt of the vision of the whole 
body-image may assume when we consider the 
fact that it appears against a background of 
organic disturbance and discord, in which all 
the indications are that we should seek the 
origins of the image of the' body in bits and 
pieces' (corps moree/e). 
~ Here p..hy~iology_ gives us a clue. The human 
anima l can be regarded as one which is prema
turely born. The fact that the pyramidal tracts 
are not myelinatcd at birth is proof enough of 
this for the histologist, while a number of 
postural reactions and reflexes satisfy the neuro
logist. The embryologist too sees in the 'foetal
jzat ioll_', to use Balk's term, of the human 
nervous system, the mechanism responsible for 
Man's superiority to other animals-viz. the 
cephalic flexures and the expansion of the 
fore-brain. 

His lack of sensory. and motor co-ordination 
does not prevent the new-born baby from 
being fascinated by the human face, almost as 
soon as he opens his eyes to the light of day, nor 
from showi ng in the clearest possible way that 
from all the people around him he singles out 
his mother. 

It is t.he stability of the standinK gosture, the 
prestige of stature, the impressiven~ss of statues, 
which set the style for the identification in which 
the ego finds its staning:eoint and leave their 
imprint in it for ever. J 

Jv1iss Anna Freud has enumerated, analysed 
and defined once and for all the mechanisms in 
which the functio ns of the ego take form in the 
gsyche. It is noteworthy that it is these same 
mechan isms which determine the economy of 
obsessional symptoms. They have in common 
an element of isolation and an en}phasis on 
achievement; in consequence of this one often 
comes across Q!eams in which the dreamer's ego 
is represented as a stad iu!!Lor other cnclosed 
space given over to cOlllQetition"\[or;..I?Jcs Lig 

Here we see !:.,hc ego, ~n its essentiahrcsistance 
to the elusive process of Becoming, to the varia
tIOns of Desire. Thi illu-;ron or lHlity · in which 
~ - ----a jlUlllan being is always looking forward to 
~-n~.!.~.o:,:v ntails a constant danger of sliding 
back again into the chaos from which he started; 
it hangs ovcr the abyss of a dizzy Assent in 
which one can perhaps see the very essence of 
Anxiety. 
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Nor is this all. It is thetga p7separating man 
from nature that determines his lack of relat ion-

1. ship to nature, and begets his\ narClssistic shj l.~ld: 
with its nacreous covering on which is paillted 
the world rrom which he is for evcr cut Off7 but 
this same structure is also the sight where his 
own·-rrliTieu is grafted on to him, i.e. t..b~ociety 
or his fellow men. 

In the exccllent accounts of chi ldren provided 
by the Chicago obscrvers we can assess the role 
o[ the bo dy-image in the various ways children 
identify with the Socius. We find them assuming 
attitudes, such as that of master and slave, or 
actor and audiencc. A development of this 
normal phenomenon merits being described by 
some such term as that used by French psychia
trists in thc discussion of paranoia, viz. ' transi
viti sm '. This transivitism binds together in an 

J absolute equivalent attack and counter-attack; 
the subject here is in that state o[ ambiguity 
which precedes truth, in so far as his ego is 
actual ly alienated from itself in the other person. 

It should be added that for such formative 
games to have their full effect, the interva l 
between the ages of the chi ldren concerned 
should be below a certain threshold, and psycho
analysis alone can determine the optimum such 
age interval. The interval which seems to 
m ake identification easiest may, o f course, in 
critical phases of instinctual integration, pro
duce the worst possible results. 

It has perhaps not been sufficiently empha
sized that the genesis of homosexuality in a bOji'y 
can sometimes be referred to the imago of an 
older sister; it is as if the boy were drawn il1to 
the wake of his sister' s superior development; 
the eftcet will be proportionate to the length of 
lim\.! during whicllt his interval strikes just the 
right bala nce. 

Normally, these situations are resolved 
through a sort of paranoiac conflict, in the 
co urse of which, as I have already shown, the 
ego is built up by opposition. 

The l"bid6, however, enterin!Linto narfis,sistic 
identification, here reveal~ its In~ap.0g: 1ts 
characteristic ~imcns ioll is agg.ressiveness. . 

We must certainly not aHow ourselves to be 
misled by verbal similarities into thinking, as 
so often happens, that the word 'aggressive
ness' conveys no more than capacity for 
aggression. 

When we go back to the co ncrete function s 
denoLed by lhese words, we see that' aggressive
ness' ~nd • aggress io n' arc much Ino re com

plementary tha~n mutually inclusive terms, and, 

like' adaptability' and' ada ta~ion', theL m,:y 
represent two contraries. 
1 e aggresslven~Ss- invol v..e.d.-jIl_lh.e----£gQ)~ 
~ndamental relationship to otl~er RcoJ?k is 
~ertainly not based on !he sime.le rela~i.~mship 
implied in the formula' big fish eat little fish " 
but upon the intra-psychic tension we sense in 
the warning of the ascet ic that ' a blow at your 
enemy is a blow at yourself ' . 
- This is true in all the forms of that proce" 
of negation whose hidden mechanism Freud 
analysed with such brilliance. In' he loves me. 

, 
• 
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I hate him. He is not the one I love', the 
homosexual nature of the underlying 'I love 
him' is revealed. T.he libidinal tension that 
~hackles the subject to the constant pursuit of an 
il1usorY"uI1ily) which is always luring him away 
from himself, is surely related to that agony of 
dereliction which is Man's particular and tragic 
destiny. Here we see how Freud was led to his 
deviant concept of a death instinct. 

b , 
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~gns of the las ting damage this negative 
libido causes can be read in the face of a small 
child torn by the pangs of jea lousy, where St. 
Augustine recognized original evil. 'Myself 
have seen and known even a baby envious; it ,I 
could not speak, yet it turned pale and looked r 
bitterly on its foster-brother' C. . . nondum , 
loquebatur, et itlluebatur pallidus amaro aspectu I 
cOlllactalleum suum). 

Moreover, the whole development of COll 

~sciousness leads only to the rediscovery of the 
antinomy by Hegel as lhe starting-point of the 
ego. As Hegel's well -known doctrine puts it, 
the conllict arising [rom the co-existence of two 
consciousnesses can only be resolved by the 
destruction of one of them. 
- But, after all, it is by our experience of the 
suffering we rel ieve in analysis that we arc led 
into the domain of metaphysics. 
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These reflections on the functions of the ego 
ought, above all else, to enco urage us to re
examine certa in notions Lhat are sometimes 
accepted uncritically, slIch as the notion that it 
is psychologically advantageous to have a 
strong ego. 

I ( ;~~r~~~~ I[ 
& communl 

1n actual fact, the classical neuroses always 
seem to be by-products of a strong ego, and the 
great ordeals of the war showed us [hat, of all 
men, the real neurotics have the best defences. 
Neuroses invo lving failure, character dilliculties, 
ruld self-pu ni shment arc obviously increasing in 
extent, and they take their place among the 
tremendous inroad s the ego makes on Uw pcr-
sonality as a whole. 
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InJecd • .,.£Ull! tura l process of self-adjustment 
wi ll not alone decide the eventual outcome o[ 
'thi' drama. The concept of self-sacrifice, which 
the French school has described as oblalivile, as 
the normal ~tlet for the psyche liberated by 
:lna l y, i ~ seems to us to be a childish over
sonphflc:lt ion. 

h )r every day in our practice we are con
fronled with the disastrous results of marriages 
oa \c.'tt on stich n self-sacrifice, q.f commitments 
undcrt:lkcn in the spi rit of narcissistic illusion 
whidl corrupts every attempt to assume respon
~ ib i lity for other people, 

flerc we.: must touch on the problem of our 
~,\ n his t ~Hjcal evolution, which may be respon
Slhle hoth for the psychological impasse of the 
ego of contemporary man, and for the progres
~i\"c tktcrioration in the relatio nships between 
men :Ino women in our society. 

\\'c do not want to complicate the issues by 
straying loa far from o ur main topic, and so 
sh:d l (;OnflflC ourselves to mentioning what 
comparat ive anthropology has taught us about 
~ functions in other cultures of the so-called 
• boJily techniques' of which the sociologist 
Matl~s has advocatcd a closer study. These 
~ily techniques a rc to b~ [ound every-where; 
we can ~cc them maintaining the trance-sta tes of 
the incJi viuual , as well as the ceremonies of the 
group. thev a rc at work in ntua mummeries 
;Ifld ordt!ais of initiat ion . SUC h rites seem a 
my,tcry to LI S now ; we are astonished that 
manift.:"slations which a mong us would be 
reg.lnkJ as pathological , should i'.L-.2!.he~ 
cult ures. have a social function in the promotion 
~~nlal stabil ity. We deduce from this 
!h .1t thc:-.c techniques help the individual to 
c\lIne thruugh cri tica l phases of development 
that prove a stumbling-block to our pat ients. 

It may wcll be tha t the oedipus co mplex. the 
·corna-stone of analysis, which plays so essen
h.d a pan in normal psycho-sexual development, 
rcprc ,c nt s in our culture the vest igial relics of 
(he rdationships by mea ns of . wh i~h ~·earl.ier 
communit ies were able for ' centuries 'to 'ensure 

the psychological mutual interdependence essen
tial to the happiness of thei r members, 
.. The fo rmat ive influence _wh ich we have 
lea~ned to detect in the first attempts to subject 
the orifices of the body to any fo rm of control 
allows us to apply this criterion to the study of 
primitive societies; but the fact that in these 
societies we Hnd almost none of the disorders 
that drew our a ttention to the importance of 
early training, should make us chary""o f acceQting 
wi thout quest ion such---coi1Cepts as that of the 
, basic .e.ersonality structure' of Kard iner. 

Both the il lnesses we try to relieve and the 
functions that we are increasingly called upon, 
as thera pists, to assume in society. seem to us 
to imply the emergence of a new type of man: 
llomo psych%giclis. the product of our indus
trlalage. The relat ions between this Homo 
psych%gicus a nd the machines he uses are very 
st rik ing, a nd this is especially so in the case of 
the motor-car. We get the impressio n that his 
relations Ip to this machine is so very intimate 
that - it - is aTinost as -if the two were actua lly 
conjoined~its mechanical defects a nd break~ 

aownsorten parallel hi s neuwtic symptoms, Its 
emotio nal sign i fi~ance for him comes from the 
fact that ii exteriorizes the protective shell of his 
ego, as well as the faill!re of his virility. 
- Tilis rela tionship between ma n a nd machine 
will come to be regulated by both psychological 
and psychotechnical means; the necessity for 
this will become increasingly urgent in the 
organization of society. 

If, in contrast to these psycho technical pro
cedures, the psycho-a naly tical dialogue enables 
us to re-esta61is h a more human relationsh ip, is. 
not the form of this dia logue determined by all 
im asse. tha t is to say by the resis tance of the 
ego? 
- Indeed, is not this dialogue one in which t~e. 
one who knows admi ts by his technique that he 
ca n free hi s patient from the shack les of his 
ignorance only by leavi ng all the talking to him ? 
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